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ABSTRACT . 2014 Kostant-Souriau’s geometric quantization scheme is
to the extended phase space of the modified Kepler problem.
Thus we obtain the quantization of the magnetic charge and energy spectrum of the corresponding quantum problem.

applied

RESUME. 2014 La quantification geometrique de Kostant-Souriau est appliquee au probleme modifie de Kepler par 1’extension de l’espace de phase.
De cette maniere, il est obtenu une quantification de charge magnetique
et Ie spectre energetique du probleme quantique correspondant.

1. INTRODUCTION

Hamiltonian systems with symmetries are among the most interesting
classical dynamical systems. Their natural description is in terms of symplectic geometry. The symmetries are presented by a Lie group G acting
symplectically (canonically) on the symplectic (phase space) manifold
(P, co) and this results in the appearance of constraints. Factoring out the
symmetries one gets the so called reduced phase space (PlL’ ccy) and reduced
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dynamics

it described by Marsden-Weinstein’s [7]] theorem
(see Secdetails). Thus, each Hamiltonian system with symmetry has
two symplectic faces : the initial and reduced
phase spaces (P, a~) and
respectively. Moreover there is no formal distinction between
at classical level. That is why we are free to
working on (P, co) or (PJl’
reverse the procedure and to look at
(P, c~) as an extension of (PJl’
on

tion 2 for

But these two

representations of one and the same mechanical system are
necessarily equivalent on quantum level. The problem to properly
correlate the quantization of extended and reduced phase space is made
intricate also by the existence of a variety of quantization schemes. The
best choice seems to be the Kostant-Souriau’s geometric
quantization as
this quantization procedure is suitable for arbitrary symplectic manifolds
because it identifies the intrinsic geometry of the phase space with the
objects infolved in ordinary quantization [2 ], [3 ].
Geometric quantization of the extended and reduced phase spaces has
been proved [4 ] to be equivalent within the cotangent bundle
category
where the starting and reduced phase spaces are cotangent bundles
provided
with their standard symplectic structures and in the case when the
symplectic manifold to be reduced is a compact Kaehler manifold [5 ]. The real
not

-

situation in mechanics is somewhere between as when one starts with a
cotangent bundle then after reduction obtains either a compact Kaehler
manifold or a cotangent bundle whose symplectic for is not the canonical
one.

Substantial progress towards clarifying the situation has already been
made [6 ], but one of the problem is the lack of examples in which the corresponding physical systems are well understood. The purpose of this paper
is to provide such a description in the case of the
MIC-Kepler problem.
2. PRELIMINARIES
In this Section we collect the exact statements of reduction theorems
and give a brief outline of geometric quantization program in the form
we shall need later. Here we fix also notation and conventions we use.

THEOREM 1 ([7]).
Let
be a symplectic manifold on which a
Lie group G acts symplectically and J : P -+ cg* be an Ad*-equivariant
moment map. Assume that E cg* is a regular value of J and that the
isotropy subgroup G~ acts freely and properly on J -1 (~u). Then
is a symplectic manifold with the form cv~ determined by
P~
-+
where
P,~ is the canonical projection and
-+ P is the inclusion
map. Let H :P -~ R be G-invariant :
it induces a hamiltonian flow on P~ whose Hamiltonian
H~ satisfies
H~ 7~ H ~.
-

=

o

=
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REMARK 1. 2014 If the Hamiltonian system (P, OJ, H) admits a symmetry
group which commutes with G, then
preserves this symmetry.
ccy,

THEOREM 2 ( [7]). Let P be a cotangent bundle T*M and G a oneparameter Lie group acting freely and properly on M. Let M -+ N M/G
be the induced principal fibre bundle and 5 2014 ~ connection one-form on
it. The reduced manifold P~ is symplectomorphic to T*N endowed with
a symplectic form given by the canonical one plus a « magnetic term »
(where LN is the canonical projection T*N -+ N).
A thorough discussion concerning the reduction of symplectic manifolds
and detailed examination of the classical examples from the modern
point of view can be found in [8-10 ].
The geometric quantization scheme associates to a phase space (X, Q)
a Hilbert space Jf of the quantum states and to a subalgebra of the smooth
The Hilbert space ~ is built
functions of X-quantum operators in
by the polarized section of the quantum line bundle Q L (8) N}/2, where
the bundle L is the prequantum line bundle and
is the line bundle of
half-forms normal to the polarization F (which is supposed to be invariant
=

=

If ’II
s (8) v, where s E r(L), v
to the classical observable f a
=

E

r(N~/2), ’II E r(Q)

then

one

quantum operator f acting

associates
in ~f by

Here X f is the Hamiltonian vector field generated by
df),
e is the potential one form of Q(Q
d0) and ~(X f) is the Lie derivative
with respect to X f.
=

3. THE MIC-KEPLER PROBLEM
The

MIC-Kepler problem [11] ] (see also [12 ]) is the Hamiltonian system

where

This Hamiltonian system describes the motion of
in the presence of a Dirac monopole field B,~
and a centrifugal potential
potential =
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Here,

we

apply the geometric quantization (via extension) to the Hamil(1) which leads to the following theorem.

tonian system

THEOREM 3. The discrete spectrum (bound states) of the
problem ( 1 ) (oc and fixed) consists of the energy levels,

MIC-Kepler

with multinlicities

Theorem 3 will be

proved

in Sect. 5.

Prequantization of (T*R3, SZ~) selecting the integral
symplectic forms produces immediately the magnetic charge quantization
REMARK 2.

/~ =

0, :f:

1 :f: 1,

(cf. Sect. 5). Unfortunately the geometric quantization

...

described in Sect. 2 can not be applied because there is
dispense with the use of an invariant polarization.

scheme
to

-

as

REMARK 3. The

no

way

non-bijective transformations (extensions) have been
by Kibler and Negadi [7~]to various problems
(see also [7~]).

applied with great success
in physics and chemistry

4. THE CONFORMAL KEPLER PROBLEM
AND ITS REDUCTION
We start with the

with the standard

Next,

we

symplectic form

introduce three Hamiltonian functions
the Hamiltonian of the conformal

(T*R4, Q). First,
H

(7)

= (I j; 12

-

on the phase space
Kepler problem
g~§ ~ ~ ~ (X-a fixed positive constant.

Second, the Hamiltonian of

(8)

K

manifold

symplectic

=

(~ ~

+

a

À21 jc ~)/2,

harmonic oscillator
À-an

arbitrary positive constant,
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Hamiltonian

have

E
which means that the energy hypersurfaces H
~,2/8 and K 4a
coincide. Moreover, the flows defined by the Hamiltonians Hand K on
the level sets
=

=

=

-

coincide up to a monotonic change of parameter as there the corresponding
Hamiltonian vector fields XH and XK satisfy :

This have been observed by Iwai and Uwano [11] ] whose work has influenced
substantially [72]] and the present study. Following them we introduce
the complex coordinates.

In these coordinates

and the

T*R 4

=

C4BD,

where

symplectic form Q is a multiple of the standard Kaehler form on C4

The Hamiltonian functions K and M

can

also be easily expressed

as

follows

and

the

symplectic

Hamiltonian systems

(C4, Q, K),

REMARK 4. The Hamiltonians K and M
form are well defined on the manifold

.

We denote

(C4, Q, M).
Vol. S0, n° 2-1989.
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LEMMA 1. For any

s, t E R we have :

particular, the flows of all three Hamiltonians H, K, M commute where
defined. By lemma 1 the flow MS defines a symplectic action of the
circle group U(l) on the manifold C4. The moment map for this action
is M itself. We note that the set D defined in (13) is invariant with respect
to this U(l) action. Thus T*R4 is also invariant, as well as the Hamiltonian H, and we may apply theorem 2 to reduce the Hamiltonian system
(T* R4, Q, H) with respect to the U(l) action ( 19). The result is the following
proposition established by Iwai and Uwano [77].
In

are

PROPOSITION. Let ~c E R. Then

and the reduction of the form Q and the Hamiltonian H give S~~ and
i. e. the result of the reduction is the MIC-Kepler problem (1).
Moreover, the energy-momentum manifold

is mapped by ~c~ onto the energy hypersurface
of the MIC-Kepler problem. In order that N(03BB,
must

Hu,

~/8 (~, _ - 8E)
)

be

non-empty, 03BB and

obey :

In what follow

we shall assume that ~, ~
2a holds. What is hapin
the
case
of ~, ~
2oc is that this energy level of the reduced
pening
of the potential
system coincides with the minimal value and
the
,u2/2r2 - x/r
consequence
energy-momentum manifold
consists
of
all
the
of
,u)
point equilibrium.
=

5.

If

we

choose

our

QUANTIZATION

polarization

directions

and
we

4~,

where 03C6

is

F to be

a

find that 03A8

holomorphic

can

spaned by the antiholomorphic

adapted

to it

potential one-form

be written in the form :

function. The essential idea of Dirac’s method
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of quantization in the presence of constraints in the extended phase space
is that they must be enforced quantum mechanically if they have not
been eliminated classically. Since the constraints specifying the energy4a and M = ~ it follows
are given by K
momentum manifold ~(~
that the physically admissible quantum states are those which belong to
of J~ defined by
the subspace
=

Now,

we

have

and

where ~p in
v

a

one

0 in z’s
homogeneous polynomial of degree
1
and
solving
Introducing N J~/2 +

and

=

=

gets (3)

which is

as

well

equivalent

to :

By (25) the magnetic charge ~u is quantized according Dirac’s prescription

Combined (26) and (27) ensure that N=~!+l,~!+2,...
To find the multiplicities m(EN) we remark that ~p reduces to a product
Z4) of homogeneous polynomials in two variables of degree
is then
~V’1, ~2 respectively. The dimensionality of the Hilbert space
This proves theorem 5.

Looking at the MIC-Kepler problem as an one-parameter
of the Kepler problem Bates [7~]exhibits its 0(4, 2)
of
deformations
family
arrived at the same results. On the other side,
and
dynamical symmetry
REMARK 5.
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it turns out that the MIC-Kepler problem and the Taub-NUT problem
with negative mass parameter are « hiddenly » simplectomorphic systems
with identical degeneracies [16 ].
REMARK 6.

(N

+ ,u

-

-

The Hilbert space

1/2, N - ,u

-

carries the most general
1/2) irreducible representation of SO(4). The wave

functions within are labeled by four quantum numbers wich are eigenvalues
of a complete set of commuting operators 2014 e. g. 2014 H (energy), M (magnetic
charge) L3 (third projection of the generalized angular momentum) and J3
(third projection of the generalized Runge-Lenz vector). When ,u 0 one
reproduces the well known results for Hydrogen atom.
=
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